UPDATE: The CCPD Criminal Investigative Division has an Aggravated Assault warrant for Jesse Lee Collins. He is known to frequent at 9600 block of Whitefield Ave where the assault occurred.

Collins is a white male, 6’7” and 160lbs. Do not approach the suspect. Call 911 or CCPD at 652-6920 if you know the whereabouts of Jesse Lee Collins.
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Stabbing on Whitefield Avenue

Chatham County, GA (May 30, 2018) – The Chatham County Police Department responded to an incident at the 9600 Block of Whitefield Ave. Officers report that a person was throwing debris into the middle of the road. A citizen driving by stopped and exited their vehicle to remove the debris, upon which the suspect approached the citizen with a pair of scissors. The suspect then stabbed the citizen and fled the scene.
The citizen was taken to the hospital and was reported to be in good condition. Police are still searching for the suspect and the investigation is ongoing.
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